Abstract-In this paper, a novel 3D polygonal line chains matching method is proposed. Different from traditional method that use points and meshes to represent and match 3D shapes, our method represents 3D surfaces using 3D polygonal line chains generated from ridge and valley curves. Then a 3D polygonal line segment Hausdorff distance measure is developed to compute the similarity between two 3D surfaces. This representation, along with the distance metric, can effectively harness structural and spatial information on a 3D surface. The added information can provide more and better discrimination power for object recognition. It strengthens and improves the matching process of similar 3D objects such as 3D faces. Experiments on FRGC v2 database leads to a rank one recognition rate of 96.1%.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic face recognition has apparent advantages over other biometric technologies due to its natural, nonintrusive, and high throughput properties. Over the past three decades, most efforts in this area have been devoted to face recognition from 2D images [1] . Although 2D face recognitions can achieve good performance under controlled environments, i.e. when gallery and probe images are in the similar condition, they still encounter various problems in uncontrolled conditions, such as variations in illumination, pose, expression and age, because a 2D image is a projection of a 3D face with one dimension lost [2] .
Due to the rapid development and dropping cost of 3D sensors, 3D face recognition methods are now receiving increasingly attention from the research community. Compared to conventional 2D face recognition, 3D face recognition is expected to be less sensitive to illumination and pose variations. This is due to the face structure that can be recovered from 3D data, which is related to the internal face anatomy instead of external appearance and environment [3] . In addition, the geometric information in 3D data provides more discriminatory features for face recognition.
In this paper, a novel 3D polygonal line chains (PLC) matching method is proposed for face recognition. This approach reduces storage requirement by grouping ridge and valley curves into PLCs. Moreover, we offer a 3D polygonal line segment Hausdorff distance (3D PLHD) measure to match 3D PLCs of human faces. Compared to conventional application of Hausdorff distance, 3D PLHD has better discriminative power because it makes use of the additional attributes of line orientation and line-point association.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work in the area of 3D face recognition. Section 3 presents the proposed 3D polygonal line chains. Section 4 presents our 3D polygonal line chains matching method. Encouraging experimental results on a public database are reported in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
A comprehensive review of 3D face recognition methods can be found in [4] . Here, we will not perform a thorough review of research in 3D face recognition, but instead mention those findings more relevant to our paper.
Mahoor and Mohamed [5] encoded the range data of 3D face into a ridge image, which showed the locations of ridge lines around the important facial regions on the face (i.e eyes, nose, and mouth). A least trimmed square Hausdorff distance [6] was utilized to match the 3D points lying on ridge image of a given probe to the created ridge images of the subjects in the gallery. In their work, only about 14% of the total number of points on the range data were used, but achieved 93.5% accuracy on GavabDB database which contains images from 61 subjects. However, without considering the inherent local structural characteristics inside such images, the Hausdorff distance uses only the spatial information of ridge image. The approach described in this paper harnesses the structural and spatial information of ridge image. In addition, compared to [5] , our approach further reduces the storage demand .
Kim et al. [7] proposed a face recognition algorithm using combined depth information on the edge obtained by stereo camera and the conventional Line Edge Map (LEM) [8] . To match two faces, the LEM approach was first implemented to extract line segments from a face edge map. Then, the corresponding depth information was added to the end points of each line segment and formed a 3D LEM. A modified line segment Hausdorff distance [9] was then proposed to measure the similarity of two 3D LEMs. Experimental results showed that the recognition rate of their approach increased 1.3% ~ 7.8% over that of the conventional 2D LEM approach under conditions like face expression changes and facial occlusions. This shows that the increase in performance can be achieved by using 3D data. However, the approach in [7] is not a complete 3D face recognition method and still needs using 2D images. Moreover, simply adding depth information into 2D end points of line segment does not consider the inherent information of 3D objects. On the contrary, the proposed approach directly extracts feature lines from 3D face and utilizes additional 3D geometry information in the matching process.
III. 3D POLYGONAL LINE CHAINS
Currently, points and meshes are widely used as the features to describe and match 3D shapes [10] . Relevant methods employ the spatial information of these features for similarity measurement. The disadvantage of such approaches are prominent, i.e., they lack of local structural discriminative capability.
In this paper, we propose a new 3D shape representation, the 3D polygonal line chains (PLCs), which combines the structural information with spatial information. It groups the ridge and valley curves into two distinctive sets of 3D line chains to enable the effective description of local structural characteristics of salient curves on the 3D surface. As demonstrated in [11] , ridge and valley curves on a surface along which the surface bends sharply are geometrically and perceptually salient surface features. Therefore, they can be used for shape coding and recognition. After using the algorithm in [11] , the 3D face are featured into a ridge line set and a valley line set, according to their curvature directions on the surface. Each line set contains a number of curves that are composed of short ridge (or valley) line segments. The Douglas-Peucker algorithm [12] is then applied to generate the 3D PLCs of the two line sets, which further reduces the number of points on the curves. Figure 1 shows the 3D PLCs of a 3D face from FRGC v2 database. Compared to ridge and valley curves, 3D PLCs can be regarded as a higher level face coding method. It contains local structural characteristics by grouping connected ridge (or valley) line segments into a polygonal line. The orientation of such polygonal line, which is a kind of local structural representation, is more robust to the noise caused by 3D scanner than that of ridge and valley line segments. The polygonal line segment is the basic element of 3D PLC. A method to calculate the similarity between two 3D PLCs will be described in the next section. The whole algorithm flow is illustrated in Figure 2 .
IV. 3D POLYGONAL LINE CHAINS MATCHING

A. 3D Hausdorff Distance
The Hausdorff distance is a measure for shape comparison in computer vision. It was originally used for point sets in the 2D plane [13] and then also applied to points in 3D space [14] . Unlike most shape matching methods, Hausdorff distance can be calculated without one-to-one correspondence of points. The undirected Hausdorff distance between two point sets G and P is presented in equation (1).
where ( , ) h G P denotes the directed Hausdorff distance ( , ) maxmin ,
and g p − is some underlying norm. In most cases, the Euclidean distance is used here.
In [15] , the modified Hausdorff distance (MHD) was proved experimentally to be the most effective one among 24 different forms of Hausdorff distance. Here we extend the MHD to 3D space. Same as 2D MHD, the directed 3D MHD is defined as
where G and P are two 3D point sets (i.e. range data) and g N is the number of points in G. The definition of undirected 3D MHD is the same as equation (1) .
Such 3D MHD method is more robust to outlier points compared to generalized 3D Haudsorff distance. However, it still lacks the capability in using structural representation of 3D shape (i.e. the orientation information). Nonetheless, the proposed 3D PLHD can harness the spatial information and structural information of 3D shape and can be expected to increase the recognition performance.
B. Proposed 3D Polygonal Line Segment Hausdorff Distance
We start from definition of two 3D polygonal line chains ,
( , ) min( , ),
where 1ˆ( , ) cos p are not parallel, the shorter line is rotated along its midpoint to be parallel with the longer line before calculating the parallel distance and the perpendicular distance, since less distortion to the original line pairs would be caused. An example of the 3D polyline segment rotation is illustrated in Figure 4 . To demonstrate the rotation process in 3D space, the projection of each polyline segment is also shown here. Finally, the distance between two line segments can be calculated as the Euclidean distance of all three distances mentioned above:
where o W is the weight for the orientation distance to be determined by a training process.
Based on the distance in equation (8), the 3D PLHD is defined as g . The distance contribution from each 3D polygonal line segment is weighted by its length. In equation (9), the 3D PLHD between gallery and probe is merged from 3D PLHD between ridge subset and valley subset. This fusion process can further improve the discriminative power.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments, we used the FRGC v2 3D database [16] which is one of the largest available 3D facial images database. This database contains 466 persons collected in 4007 sessions (from 1 to 22 sessions per person). 388 persons have more than one session with neutral expressions to be used in our experiments. The 3D images were acquired with a Minolta Vivid 900/910 series laser scanner under controlled illumination conditions. In the FRGC v2, 3D images consist of both range and texture channels. Here, we only use the range data. In the following experiments, the performance of the proposed method is compared with 3D MHD method without 3D polyline feature and the method proposed by Mahoor and Mohamed [5] .
A. Determination of Parameter W o
In this section, we investigate the effect of parameter W o in equation (8) to determine a value of W o which provides the 3D PLHD with a better recognition performance. To do so, a 100-person training dataset from the FRGC v2 was created. In this training set, for each person, the neutral 3D face in the first session was selected as the gallery image, and the neutral 3D face in the second session was used as the probe image. The recognition rate is plotted against the values of W o in Figure 5 . It is observed that 3D PLHD with a low value of W o performed badly. The performance increased quickly and reached the optimal value when W o range from 0 to 25. In the rest of experiments in this study, W o is set as 20. 
B. Face Recognition
In our experiments, 388 persons with 2 neutral 3D faces per person from the FRGC v2 were used to test the effectiveness of the proposed approach. For each person, one neutral 3D face was used as a model while the other was used as a test. Figure 6 shows an example of the raw 3D face extracted from the dataset. The raw data contains a number of imperfections, such as holes, spikes, and includes some nonfacial regions, such as neck, ears. Prior to applying our algorithm, the face images were extracted, normalized, aligned and cropped in the same manner as in [17] . Spikes in the range data were removed and holes were filled. Figure 7 illustrates samples of normalized and copped faces in the FRGC v2 database and their corresponding ridge and valley data. The performance is measured in terms of the Cumulative Match Characteristics (CMC) [18] and the rank-1 recognition rate. We show the CMC of the proposed method together with 3D MHD methods that based on points lying on ridge and valley curves (curve points) and points lying on 3D PLCs (corner points). In order to demonstrate the performance improvement resulted from the fusion process, we first used data based on ridge and valley curves respectively, as illustrated in Figure 8 and Figure 9 . The eventual fusion result is shown in Figure 10 . Note that the recognition rate of the proposed method is always higher than the benchmark methods. This demonstrates that the added structural information makes 3D PLHD a more discriminative measure than 3D MHD.
The rank-1 recognition rates of the methods given in Figure  9 above are tabulated in Table 1 together with the reported results of the Mohammad et al. [5] . It is encouraging to find that 3D PLHD achieved higher score than all other 3 methods.
In addition, compared with 3D MHD (curve points), 3D PLHD requires only 18.9% storage space but increases the recognition rate from 94.55% to 96.10%. When the same storage space is used, a higher score increase from 92.99% of 3D MHD (corner points) to 96.10% of 3D PLHD is achieved. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a novel 3D shape matching method (3D PLHD) based on 3D PLCs representation, which employs both spatial and structural information of ridge and valley curves on 3D surface. Because 3D polygonal line segments other than extreme points (points lying on ridge and valley curves) are used as basic computation unit, the proposed method has achieved better performance than that of conventional pointbased Hausdorff distance method.
The proposed algorithm has been evaluated on FRGC v2 database and compared with 3D MHD and the approach presented by [5] . It is very encouraging to find that the 3D PLHD method has consistently performed superior to these two benchmarks in terms of higher recognition rate and less storage space demand. This research reveals that 3D PLCs provides a new solution for the 3D face recognition, which, may also find its application in general 3D object representation and recognition.
